CONCURRING STATEMENT OF
COMMISSIONER MICHAEL O’RIELLY

Re: Ensuring Continuity of 911 Communications, PS Docket No. 14-174, Report and Order

Consumers should make plans to communicate during power outages, as part of their overall emergency preparedness efforts, including understanding the benefits and limitations of their communications services and devices. At the same time, the Commission should be careful not to place undue burdens on providers to offer backup power solutions that provide little real benefit, based on how the market is already developing.

The record in this proceeding highlights the transitions that are already well underway in the communications market. One commenter emphasized that, “among telephone households during 2013, more than 90 percent had wireless service and 43 percent used only wireless telephones for voice service.” Of the remaining households, “30 percent were using non-traditional services such as VoIP via broadband” meaning that “only 27 percent of telephone households were using traditional landlines as of year-end 2013.” These trends will continue apace. In particular, the percentage of households that have “cut the cord” is expected to top 50 percent by the end of this year. And such consumer adoption of new technology happened without a new FCC backup power regime.

Even amongst households that continue to subscribe to a landline voice service, however, “it is likely that the vast majority utilize a cordless phone that requires the availability of power in the first instance.” Indeed, one commenter estimated that “less than one percent of households are traditional telephone subscribers with line power service, a corded telephone, and no mobile wireless service.”

It is not too surprising that when consumers are offered a backup power option, most choose not to avail themselves of it. Several commenters attributed the lack of consumer demand for backup power to the fact that “customers rely on alternative means of communicating (i.e., mobile devices and services) if the voice equipment in their home is not working.” As one commenter noted, “consumers mainly rely on wireless communication during emergencies, and a large portion of this is texting. In addition, use of social media is becoming more prominent, since it enables members of communities to communicate quickly and provide assistance more immediately.” Even CSRIC, the FCC’s own advisory committee, noted that “the need for back-up power is evolving, as consumers increasingly rely on their cell phones and other portable devices for emergency communications during a commercial power outage.”

The order acknowledges that “many” providers already offer backup power solutions to their customers. Yet, as one association stated, “an exceedingly small percentage of cable voice customers
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purchase batteries for their CPE when offered and that there is no demonstrable increase in demand for batteries following extended power outages.” The same experience rings true among telephone companies. For example, one provider that tried to promote its voice service by advertising the availability of backup power in the wake of a hurricane that caused significant outages “saw little to no uptick as a result and landline losses continued at a steady pace despite the lack of backup power with alternative services.”

Given these facts, efforts to impose backup power requirements on providers should face heightened scrutiny to ensure that the costs are truly justified. Once again, however, the FCC tries to bypass the required analysis by trotting out the same old stale statistic that each life saved is worth x millions of dollars. Even if that figure made sense in this setting, that is still no excuse for refusing my request to do the work needed to estimate the costs imposed by this Order. Why does the agency continuously refuse to conduct a true cost-benefit analysis? If this item is truly of value, then the data will support it. Without that critical information, I must make my own best estimate based on input from stakeholders. This is quite a challenge when they know little about the requirements set forth in the order—not an ideal situation.

My general sense is that, while the order is largely unnecessary, the adjustments that have been made since last year’s proposal better align the costs imposed by the FCC with the benefits. In particular, the providers are given flexibility to decide how to meet the requirement to offer customers the option to purchase a backup power solution for 8 hours in the near-term and 24 hours in 3 years. Moreover, while companies must provide information about the solution at the point of sale and annually thereafter, they also have some flexibility to decide how best to communicate with their customers. For example, if a customer has requested to receive information from a provider by email, then these requirements can be met by providing the information by email. In addition, the item condenses the minimum requirements. Moreover, the rules include a sunset—something that I have advocated for across FCC proceedings—albeit after 10 years, which is a longer timeframe than needed.

That is not to say that I am satisfied with the order. I do not understand the hesitancy to make clear that states cannot regulate interconnected VoIP by adopting their own backup power requirements. The Commission previously declared that “this Commission, not the state commissions, has the responsibility and obligation to decide whether certain regulations apply to [VoIP] and other IP-enabled services having the same capabilities.” While some of my colleagues may want states to play a greater role, it is disingenuous for the item to imply that states have a larger role than what is actually permitted under long-standing Commission precedent. They do not and no state should read our actions today suggesting otherwise.

Moreover, there is no pre-emption of state regulation of other types of voice service. It does no good for the FCC to try to tailor the burdens on providers only to leave a gaping loophole for 56 states and territories to apply different standards, potentially increasing the costs of compliance. For example, I
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asked staff whether states could require providers to offer 30 days of backup power and the answer was shockingly “yes”. What a horrible answer. I am unwilling to write a blank check for backup power burdens that are barely justified in the first place.

I am also concerned that, here again, we are giving the Enforcement Bureau undue power to second guess whether providers’ materials were “reasonably calculated” to reach their customers. My request to narrow that discretion was rejected.

Overall, today’s Order represents an improvement over what was proposed and discussed in past months. I continue to have concerns that the rules will impose undue costs and a number of key issues that I tried to work out with Commission leadership were ultimately rejected. Therefore, I concur.